-"transparency" and "accountability" are often used interchangeably. 's search function and Google's internet search tool "Google.com." The court explained that " years of work" and "
investment." code was necessary for Viacom to review YouTube's denied Viacom's motion to compel YouTube to produce its source code tionally, it covers providers' network management aw cannot "compel [the Associated Press] or its members to permit publication of anything which their 'reason' tells them should not be published").
Int'l -Google's ranking algorithm.
Google's motion to dismiss) -
Perel and Elkin-Koren: Black Box Tinkering: Beyond Disclosure in Algorithmic Enforcement
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 2017
" "
Medium's -(explaining the "quantity problem" of mandated disclosure).
14 Florida Law Review, Vol. 69, Iss. 1 [2017] (such as the driver's attempt to bring an injured passenger to the nearest determining the degree of "originality" required to establish deciding what amounts to "substantial similarity" to hat constitutes "permissible use" under fair use.
, they must first be translated into "codish" thresholds, a process Florida Law Review, Vol. 69, Iss. 1 [2017] , Art. 5 https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/flr/vol69/iss1/5 system's experimentation, even with a direct economic impact on the platform's various algorithms that regulate humans' behavior, and encourage the --on their behalf and of minimizing their study's potential harms. 
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